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JESSICA MYSTIC HAS A CONVERSATION WITH ANDREW D. BASIAGO
ABOUT THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF HIS DISCOVERY OF LIFE ON MARS

Dear Mr. Basiago, I listened in rapture to all 39 YouTube interviews today. I am amazed, and profoundly moved, by your
experiences and frankness about them. I will be thinking about this for a very long time, forever, I hope... To hear you talk
about your life, the time travel, is astounding. God bless your soul. You’re forever my hero. Rob Wooten, Madison, Ohio

VANCOUVER, BC (JESSICA MYSTIC PRODUCTIONS) August 31, 2009 − In this fascinating, six-hour interview,
American lawyer Andrew D. Basiago, 47, narrates the hidden history of his discovery of life on Mars in 2008 and
reveals the fact that by 1968 the US intelligence community was already aware of aspects of his later Mars work.
Andy relates his experiences in DARPA’s Project Pegasus during the period 1969 to 1972 and describes probes to
past and future events that he took via “teleportation” and “chronovision” during the early days of time-space
exploration by the US government.
He confirms that the United States has been teleporting individuals to Mars for decades and recounts the aweinspiring and terrifying trips that he took to Mars in 1981 after he was tapped to go there because he had teleported
as a child participant in Project Pegasus.
I first met Andy in July 2009 at ECETI’s Science, Spirit and World Transformation Conference near Mt. Adams,
Washington, where we were both featured speakers.
During his lecture, Andy shared numerous photographic images evidencing his discovery of life on Mars, including
many photos of humanoid beings, different animal species, carved statues and built structures on Mars that put him
at the forefront of Mars research.
Throughout the weekend, Andy lectured at his table to small groups of conference-goers, who came and sat in rapt
attention as he shared stories about his experiences as a child in Project Pegasus, the secret US research program
in which time travel was the focus.
I know that, like me, everybody who took part in those impromptu seminars was certain that Andy is, as Bill Ryan of
Project Camelot stated recently, the “real deal” − a truth-teller with significant new information to share about “the real
Philadelphia Experiment.”
In this interview, Andy tells the phenomenal story of seven briefings over 40 years in which he was shown evidence
of his destiny involving the discovery of life on Mars, and explains how the emergence of time travel and this epochal
future event were interlinked.
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According to Andy, by 1968, the CIA was already teleporting individuals to the past and future to retrieve artifacts
there and bring them back while propagating holograms of past and future events with devices called “chronovisors”
to also gather intelligence.
Incredibly, as a result of this “quantum access,” Andy was given a copy of his landmark paper The Discovery of Life
on Mars in 1971 and asked to read and remember it, so that when, in 2008, he wrote it, it would contain as much
data about Mars as possible!
A book and film about Andy’s experiences in Project Pegasus are in development and he will soon be featured by
Project Camelot. This “must hear” interview is an introduction to a major figure in the Disclosure Movement and an
st
emerging 21 century visionary, who is fighting the good fight to bring his important story to light. − Jessica Mystic
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwE8m50sbWk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZBxSVoSIuM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnzwLvqhi-o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbEFMa0AFfg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qobG8x0-5os
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0-HOIgcr7E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHIH8YLw9QE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nm3VAS_T3bM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aXWLPCA8rvU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=olVWQ1Iu-sk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwOz9VvzHAU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cASH3BBuM9c
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HcHb_EcKkCg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SPF2PFmwuuo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EExFykfkTIE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VLpK1ycTjv0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6eFIAck8nsk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=99sycNu0gio
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XI5nrLc7a8Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQskUx20MeM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQskUx20MeM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fdRTvHoN7Vk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zltC9WqUoo8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dqao4k-93nI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nXKDvKbwFJw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xu5WRtnrCs4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQbjaDmyG_E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8WL1QzCxS34
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QKRYtc-lN7I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTnGHxt1m2U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-p6_qNzj2PQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LQUfPYMgA4k
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9YmB_X370JQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddqIIc8ftfc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_g2kEeWG8w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNkBY9UWmGY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQUzvtHPXeA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OYHT8VnKzyM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S7Soeea3mnU
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